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3 Theoretical Explanations: Contextualizing Object 
Drop in Language Acquisition 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Topic drop in adult Dutch provides language learners with direct evidence 
for null objects in their target language. As outlined in Chapter 2, direct 
objects are dropped under certain conditions in adult Dutch. To correctly 
implement this process, Dutch children must have the full CP structure as 
well as the pragmatic ability to determine discourse-linking versus non-
discourse-linking. The child must be able to ascertain whether or not the 
argument is mutually known.  

The main purpose of this chapter is to present and discuss earlier 
studies of object drop and the theories developed to account for these facts. 
The role of object drop within the general context of language acquisition is 
discussed in the first section of this chapter (§3.2). Object drop appears to be 
a universal phenomenon in linguistic development and occurs in languages 
as diverse as English, French, Dutch, German, Japanese and Chinese. Data 
on null arguments, subjects and objects, are presented from these languages. 
Two common themes emerge. First, (pragmatically and syntactically) 
ungrammatical object drop is exhibited, to some extent, by all children, 
regardless of their target language. Second, asymmetries exist between the 
rates of null objects and null subjects in early language acquisition.  

We will also discuss the theories developed to account for null objects 
in child language. Five theories attempt to account for object drop: the 
processing model, the pro-drop hypothesis, the topic drop hypothesis, the 
perfectivity hypothesis and the PRO-Adjunction hypothesis. Each is 
presented in terms of how it deals with null objects (§3.3.1 - §3.3.5). We see 
that most accounts of null objects in child language focus on the presence of 
null subjects, and, as a result, a universal theory explaining the appearance of 
null objects across child languages is lacking. In this study, an analysis of the 
object drop facts in Dutch is presented, which can be extended and tested 
against the acquisition facts in other languages. 

After discussing and addressing these studies and analyses of early 
argument (object) drop, several specific research questions are posed at the 
end of this chapter; these will form the basis of the study and the results 
presented in Chapters 4 and 5. 
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3.2 Crosslinguistic Insights on the Data from Child Language 

Despite different data collection techniques and the amount of individual 
variation between children, broad developmental trends are detectable in 
early child language. Null objects appear in many languages, though the 
licensing of these empty elements is governed language-specifically. 
Acquisition studies show that object drop occurs crosslinguistically in 
language development and, therefore, requires a universal explanation. The 
adult languages to be discussed in this section fall into three groups in terms 
of licensing object drop. Some languages do not allow object drop at all, 
except under highly restricted conditions, for example English and French.1 
German and Dutch form a second type of null object language where null 
objects are permitted in a specific syntactic position, under certain discourse 
conditions, as we saw in Chapter 2. Japanese and Chinese form the third 
class of null object language where null objects are permitted in various 
sentence positions, if the object is clear from the discourse.  

Language-specific variation in target languages translates into 
differences in the developmental patterns of object drop observed in child 
language, as we will see below.  However, in all the languages studied, 
children drop objects in contexts considered ungrammatical in their 
respective target languages. The disappearance of null objects from child 
language appears to be a gradual process, possibly involving several 
developmental stages. Also, in many languages, subject and object 
asymmetries are prevalent in linguistic development. 
  
3.2.1   English 

English prohibits null arguments, except in restricted contexts such as ‘diary’ 
or ‘recipe’ (Haegeman 1990, Massam & Roberge 1989) (1-4).2 Therefore, 
children acquiring English have limited input, if any, where objects would be 
dropped. 
                                                 
1Some studies investigating object drop in child French adopt the view that adult French 
allows empty elements in direct object position, when a clitic appears preverbally (including 
Jakubowicz, Müller, Kang, Riemer & Rigaut 1997a). Other models analyze French clitics as 
the result of movement suggesting the direct object position is not empty (cf. Kayne 1991). 
Relevant to our discussion in this chapter is that children in French are exposed to an empty 
direct object position, regardless of which theory is adopted.    
2Diary drop only allows dropping of the first person pronoun, not other elements (see 
Haegeman 1990 for details).  For example: 
(i) Had a wonderful time today. 
Recipe context refers to the fact that null objects and subjects are permitted in recipes or other 
sets of instructions such as the example provided below: 
(ii) Add 3 eggs.  (You) Mix (the batter) well.  (You) Pour (the batter) 

 into greased pan. 
Massam and Roberge (1989) address the distribution of these null objects. 
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(1) She is here to do the job. 
(2) *ec is here to do the job. 
(3) I threw the ball. 
(4) *I threw ec. 
 

Despite this input, English children produce null objects and null 
subjects during early acquisition. Subjects are dropped with much greater 
frequency than direct objects in the child data. Hyams and Wexler (1993) 
point out in their study of null subjects in child English, that a small number 
of objects are dropped – around 10%. This finding is confirmed in other 
studies (Bloom 1990, 1993, Hyams 1986, Valian 1991). Table 3.1 is adapted 
from Hyams and Wexler (1993).  

 
Table 3.1 Summary of Rates of Subject and Object Drop in Child 
 English (based on Hyams and Wexler 1993: 426) 

Child Age Period Percentage of 
Null Subjects  

Percentage of 
Null Objects 

Adam 2;05 - 3;00 Period 1 55% 7% 
  Period 2 29% 11% 

Eve 1;06 - 2;01 Period 1 39% 13% 
  Period 2 15% 4% 

MLU is not calculated in this study. The data are divided in to two developmental stages 
referred to as Period 1 and Period 2 by Hyams and Wexler (1993). 
 
Other studies find a correlation between the length of the VP, including the 
object, and the presence of a subject (Bloom 1990, 1993, Valian 1991). The 
VP is less likely to contain an object when a subject is present.  The 
likelihood of an object appearing in the VP decreases as the length of the 
subject increases (Bloom 1990, 1993, Valian 1991).  

Children acquiring English are sensitive to verb type when dropping 
objects. Valian (1991) finds that objects are missing more frequently when 
the verb is optionally transitive (Table 3.2).3  

 

                                                 
3Valian (1991) also finds that English children do not use obligatorily transitive verbs 
frequently in the early stages of acquisition. As they begin to use obligatorily transitive verbs, 
objects appear more often. 
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Table 3.2 Rate of Obligatory and Optional Object Drop in Child 
 English (based on Valian 1991:73 , Figure 6) 

 
Age  

 
MLU 

% of Objects 
Dropped with 
Obligatorily 

Transitive Verbs 

% of Objects 
Missing with 
Optionally 

Transitive Verbs 
1;01 - 2;02 1.53 - 1.99 7% 51% 
2;03 - 2;08 2.24 - 2.76 7% 34% 
2;03 - 2;06 3.07 - 3.72 2% 34% 
2;06 -2;08 4.12 - 4.38 3% 41% 

MLU is calculated on the basis of morphemes per utterance, based on Brown 
(1973). 

The rate of object drop in child English seems to vary considerably 
with syntactic construction. Specifically, the rate of object drop is high in 
verb adverbial constructions in child English. Sawyer (1999) divides what 
are traditionally referred to as particle verbs in English into Verb Particle 
Constructions (VPC) and Verb Adverb Constructions (VAC).  
 
(5) His throwing up of his dinner (*up) was stupid. VPC 

(6) His throwing up of the ball (up) was stupid. VAC 

 (Sawyer 1999:13 (4a, 5a)) 
 
The basic difference is that in the VPCs, the verb and particle act as a unit 
(5) whereas in the VACs, they work autonomously (6).4  

Sawyer’s study (1999) examines the differences and similarities in the 
acquisition patterns of these constructions in four longitudinal case studies, 
as well as data from dyads and group conversations from older children. She 
finds that the direct object poses the greatest difficulty in the acquisition of 
the VACs. The rates of object drop in VACs are comparable to object drop 
in children acquiring other languages (Table 3.3). 

 

                                                 
4For the purposes of this discussion, this definition is sufficient, although Sawyer (1999) 
argues extensively for different syntactic structures in the VACs and VPCs. 
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Table 3.3 Rate of Dropped Objects in VACs (Adam, Eve and  
 Sarah) (based on Sawyer 1999:178) 

Age MLU Rate of Dropped Objects in 
VACs 

1;06 - 2;07 0 - 1.99 4/8 50% 
1;08 - 2;11 2.00 - 2.49 66/128 52% 
1;09 - 3;05 2.50 - 2.99 77/211 36% 

MLU is calculated on the basis of morphemes per utterance, based on the CLAN program in 
CHILDES (MacWhinney & Snow 1991). 

 
Based on the acquisition data, English children are dropping objects in 
contexts considered ungrammatical in the adult language. The rate of object 
drop seems dependent upon the verb constructions. Subject drop occurs at 
far greater rates than overall object drop. 
 
3.2.2 French 

Jakubowicz, Müller, Riemer and Rigaut (1997b) study the emergence of 
pronouns in French children during two stages of development. Basing 
themselves on Müller, Crysmann and Kaiser (1996) and Roberge (1991), 
Jakubowicz et al (1997b) assume that French allows null argument 
positions.5 The clitic le ‘him’ appears in preverbal position while the original 
argument position of the object is left empty (7). If no clitic is present, then 
the argument position cannot be left empty. 
 
  (7) [Jean [V le             voit] pro]. 
   John    him-ACC  sees 
 ‘John sees (him).’ 

(Müller, Crysmann & Kaiser 1996:42 (7)) 
 

Children acquiring French often leave the object position empty. Crucially, 
however, they do not include the clitic, as is necessary in adult French. 
Examples (8-9) are from Jakubowicz, Müller, Kang, Riemer and Rigaut 
(1997a: 5, 8 (9a, 12i)).   
 

                                                 
5Again, note that not all theories of cliticization in Romance work from this assumption (cf. 
footnote 1). In this case, the clitic would leave a trace behind and the direct object would not 
be considered a null argument. 
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(8) il  met ec  dans le   bain.   (Lou) 
 he puts    into  the bath 

(9) habille        ec.    (Rap)  
he dresses (himself) 
 

During earlier stages of development, a higher proportion of subjects are 
dropped, compared to objects (Table 3.4). Furthermore, more lexical DPs 
appear in object position than in subject position. In contrast, the subject 
clitics appear more often than object clitics. It seems that objects and 
subjects are treated differently with respect to dropping and the use of 
clitics.6 Subjects are more likely to be represented with clitics, while objects 
show a tendency to be included as full lexical DPs in child speech.  
 
Table 3.4 Rates of Null Subjects and Null Objects in Child French (Spontaneous  
 Data) (based on Jakubowicz et al 1997b:335, Table 8) 

Group Age MLU % of Null 
Subjects 

% of Null 
Objects 

Group 1 2;03.20 – 2;07.03 2.94 – 3.46 38% 12% 
Group 2 2;03.22 – 2;05.29 3.54 – 5.13 6% 4% 

MLU is calculated on the basis of words per utterance. 
 
These data indicate that children treat their subjects and objects 
asymmetrically. Overall, more subjects are dropped. The data also show that 
French children use ungrammatical object drop.7   

                                                 
6Müller, Crysmann and Kaiser (1996) investigate the process of object drop in a child 
acquiring both French and German as first languages. This study focuses on the child’s 
acquisition of French. In the early stages of development, the child produces free object drop. 
The following examples are from Müller et al (1996: 44 (8a, c)). 
(iii) Ivar répare ec.   
 Ivar repairs          
 (Ivar, 2;4;9)        
(iv) Non maman prend ec. 
 no Mummy takes 
 (Ivar, 2;5;7) 
Unlike what occurs in monolingual French children, the researchers find no subject/object 
asymmetries. Subjects and objects are dropped with equal frequency. Once elements 
associated with CP begin to appear (i.e. complementizers), free object drop decreases 
significantly.  
7The table shows the percentages of null subjects and null objects in the spontaneous speech 
studied by Jakubowicz et al (1997a). They also looked at elicited production data and find that 
the rate of subject drop decreases, but the rate of object drop increases. These numbers are not 
included in the main text because the study presented in this dissertation involves the use of 
spontaneous speech.   
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3.2.3 Japanese 

Adult Japanese allows subject and object drop. A single element may be 
dropped (10-11), or both may be missing simultaneously (on the condition 
that the empty elements are identifiable through discourse) (12) (Guerriero et 
al 2001, Hirakawa 1993). Hirakawa (1993) does not mention whether the 
proportion of null subjects is higher than that of null objects in regular adult 
discourse.8 Examples (10-12) are from Hirakawa (1993:32 (4a, b, 1c)). 
 
(10) [Johni-ga [ eci Mary-o      sukida ] to       itta.] 
   John-NOM     Mary-ACC like       COMP said 
 ‘John said that (he) likes Mary.’ 

(11) [Topic eci ], [John-ga [   Mary-ga   eci sukida]  to       itta.] 
       John-NOM Mary-ACC       like       COMP said 
 ‘John said that Mary likes him/her/them/it etc.’ 

(12) eci ecj yonda. 
read-past 

 ‘(Johni) read (bookj).’ 
 
In early child Japanese, objects are dropped frequently, while subjects are 
missing in over half of the child’s utterances (Table 3.5): 
 
Table 3.5 Rate of Null Subjects and Null Objects in Child Japanese (based on  
 and Guerriero et al 2001and Hirakawa 1993) 

Age % of Null Subjects % of Null Objects 
2;00 – 2;02  79% 48% 
2;03 – 2;06 62% 39% 
2;11 – 3;01 55% 40% 

3;00 87% 61% 
The first three age groups are based on Hirakawa (1993:43, Figure 2), while the fourth group 
is based on Guerriero et al (2001:327, Table 3). 

 
Subjects are dropped, at various developmental stages, between 86% and 
91% of the time. Examples are provided in (13-14) (Hirakawa 1993:36 (6, 
9)): 
 
(13) ec iccha-ta.  (14) ec hamu taberu. 
      go-PERF         ham    eat      

‘It’s gone.’    ‘I’ll eat ham.’ 

                                                 
8Given the fact that we know that more subjects than objects are dropped in Chinese, it would 
be reasonable to extrapolate that this asymmetry is also present in Japanese. 
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In comparison, objects are dropped between 31% and 48% of all utterances. 
Examples (15-16) are cited from Hirakawa (1993:36 (8, 10)). 
 
(15) Mama-ga   ec  tsukut-teu    no.    

Mom-NOM      make-PROG PART               
‘Mom is making (it).’  

 
(16) eci ecj Nomu. 
           drink 
 ‘(Ii will) drink (itj).’ 

 
The disproportionate ratio between subject drop and object drop is 
maintained in all of the developmental periods observed, that is, subject drop 
consistently occurred approximately twice as often as object drop indicating 
a consistent subject/object asymmetry.   
 

3.2.4 Chinese 

Wang, Lillo-Martin, Best and Levitt (1992) compare the presence of null 
arguments in Chinese and English child language. Adult Chinese, like 
Japanese, allows subject and object drop (17). When looking at adult 
Chinese, more subjects are dropped than objects in regular speech (Wang et 
al 1992). Therefore, children will encounter both null elements but they see a 
higher number of null subjects in the input.  
 
(17) Speaker A: Zhangsan kanjian Lisi   le   ma? 
   Zhangsan see         Lisi LE Q 
   ‘Did Zhangsan see Lisi?’ 

 Speaker B:  a. ta  kanjian ta le.     
   he see        he LE                   
 ‘He saw him.’  

b.   ec kanjian ta le. 
 see        he LE 

  ‘(He) saw him.’ 

 c. ta kanjian ec le.     
  he see           LE              
   ‘He saw (him).’  

d.  eci kanjian ecj le. 
 see              LE 

                ‘(Hei) saw (himj).’ 

 (Huang 1984:533 (7)) 
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Chinese children use null objects in ungrammatical contexts (around 

28% of the null object utterances were ungrammatical) (Wang et al 1992). In 
this respect, Chinese children pattern with the learners of other target 
languages. The following examples (18-19) are ungrammatical in adult 
Chinese (Wang et al 1992:235 (19a, b)). 

 
(18)  Ou láng  lái     chi  ec.    
 oh  wolf come eat            
 ‘Oh, the wolf came to eat (the pig).’    
 (ZY 2;0)    

(19) Tamén yào    qiù gài      ec. 
 they     going to   build 
 ‘They are going to build (a house).’ 

(WW 2;5) 
 

Chinese children drop subjects with more frequency than objects (Table 3.6). 
Examples (20-21) are taken from Wang et al (1992:232 (13a, b)): 
 
(20) Zhè húang wáwá tiàtào.  ec shuai.  ec shuao dao     le. 
 this yellow baby  jump        fall            fall     down  ASP 
 ‘This yellow baby jumped.  (He) fell.  (He) fell down.’ 

(21) ec    wán  shasha ne.  ec zang. ec xi     zaozao ne. 
         play sand    NE        dirty      take  bath     NE 
 ‘(He) is playing with sand. (He) is dirty. (He) is taking a  

bath.’ 
 
Table 3.6 Rate of Null Subjects and Null Objects in Child Chinese (based on  
 Wang et al 1992:238 (Figure 4), 238 (Figure 6)) 

Age MLU % of Null Subjects % of Null Objects 
2;00 – 2;05 2.41 – 4.23 56% 20% 
3;01 – 3;05 4.27 – 4.52  46% 22% 
4;01 – 4;04 4.83 – 5.98  38% 26% 

MLU is calculated using morphemes per utterance, based on Brown (1973). 
 
The subject/object asymmetry observed in the development of several other 
languages is prevalent in the data collected from early Chinese. We have 
also seen that Chinese children use ungrammatical object drop frequently. 
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3.2.5 German 
German is a language with a grammar similar to that of Dutch. It is V2 with 
an underlying SOV order. Topic drop is also present in German, under the 
following restrictions: only third person NP topics are dropped, the topic 
must remain constant between speaker and hearer (22-26). Some lexically 
case-marked first and second person elements may be deleted  (Boser 1997, 
Cardinaletti 1990, Engel 1989). The conditions are similar to those in Dutch. 
 
(22)    [CP Ichi         hab’ [ ti  ihn           schon   gesehen]]. 
       I-NOM    have       him-ACC already seen 
 ‘I saw him already.’  

(23) *[CP Ihni          hab [ecj ti  schon    gesehen]]. 
         him-ACC have         already seen 

(24) *[CP Ichi       hab’ [ ti ecj schon   gesehen]]. 
         I-NOM  have           already seen 

(25) [CP eci Hab’ [ ti  ihn          schon   gesehen]]. 
          have        him-ACC already seen 
 ‘(I) saw him already.’ 

(26) [CP eci Hab’ [ich     ti  schon    gesehen]]. 
             have  I-NOM     already seen 
 ‘I saw (him) already.’   
 
Based on the input data, we expect that German children encounter examples 
of object drop with a great deal of regularity, although only in sentence-
initial position.  

When comparing the syntactic behaviour of subjects and objects in 
child German, Jakubowicz et al (1997b) find that object lexical DPs are 
dropped (27) with more frequency than subject lexical DPs -- the opposite of 
what the French and English children did (Table 3.7). Hamann (1996) finds 
that object drop is lower than subject drop in older children. 

 
(27)  müll  tu  ich. (Leon) 
 trash put I 
 (Jakubowicz et al 1997a:10 (13a)) 
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Table 3.7 Rates of Null Subjects and Null Objects in Child German (based on  
 Jakubowicz et al 1997b:336-337, Tables 10-11, Hamann 1996:184,  
 Tables 4-6) 

Group Age MLU % of Null 
Subjects 

% of Null 
Objects 

Group 1 2;05.07 – 3;01.01 2.39 – 2.90 44% 52% 
Group 2 2;06.25 – 2;09.12 3.46 – 3.99 10% 45% 

P1 3;01.05 - 3;05.02 n/a 11% – 17% 8% 
P2 3;02.23 - 3;05.16 n/a 8% - 12% 3% 
P3 3;02.29 - 3;06.13 n/a 4% - 5% 6% 
P4 3;04.13 - 3;07.06 n/a 3% - 8% 5% 

MLU is calculated on the basis of words per utterance in the Jakubowicz et al (1997a) study 
(Groups 1 and 2). MLU is not calculated in the Hamann (1996) study (P1-P4).  
 
Subject pronouns were used with more frequency than object pronouns. The 
subject/object asymmetries in the German data demonstrate that null subjects 
and objects are perhaps treated differently.  

Object drop in child German has also been investigated as a process 
independent from subject drop and several characteristics of object drop 
have been noted. Objects are realized optionally with obligatorily transitive 
verbs within the same child at a single developmental stage (28) 
(Jakubowicz et al 1997b). 

 
(28) macht (Valerie)  macht das auch (Valerie) 
 ‘makes’   ‘makes it also’ 

 (Jakubowicz et al 1997b:337) 
 
Direct objects are also dropped in ditransitive verb constructions, creating 
completely ungrammatical structures in adult German. Object drop occurs 
more often in nonfinite clauses than in finite utterances (Jakubowicz et al 
1997b). In constructions where the object has been dropped, it receives a 
non-specific interpretation, although Jakubowicz et al (1997b) provide no 
precise methodology or numbers to support this conclusion. 

The degree to which object drop in child German resembles the target 
language, that is, the extent to which objects are dropped from sentence-
initial position, is not clear. Results are contradictory. Jakubowicz et al 
(1997b) present numbers indicating that many cases of object drop do not 
take place from topic position (i.e. sentence-initial position). Hamann’s 
results (1996) show that, of the total number of object drop tokens, most are 
dropped from topic position, but a high percentage (19% - 33%) are dropped 
in situ in older children. Boser (1997) finds that most object drop resembles 
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topic drop in her data (29), although counterexamples do appear in her data 
(30). 

 
(29) Adult: Was   hat die  frau?  

            what has  the woman  
 
Child: ec weiß  ich doch     gar  nicht 
      know I     though just not 
(Sebastian 2;03, 3.18) 

(30) ganz gross      hab   ich ec gemacht 
 very  big         have  I         made 
 (Jule 2;04, 3.63) 

 (Boser 1997:334 (8.11a), 335 (8.12d)) 
 
Table 3.8 presents the results of both studies, according to age of the 
children investigated. The children in Boser’s study (1997) were the 
youngest, while those in Hamann’s study (1996) were the oldest. 
 
Table 3.8 Rates of Target-Deviant Object Drop out of All Object Drop in Child  
 German (based on Boser 1997:335, Jakubowicz et al 1997b:337,  
 Table 11, Hamann 1996:180, Tables 4-5) 

 
Study 

 

 
Age 

 
MLU 

% of 
Target-
Deviant 

Object Drop 
Boser (1997) n/a 1;10 – 

2;07 
n/a < 1% 

Group 1 2;03.29 – 
3;01.01 

1.38 – 
3.19 

52% Jakubowicz 
et al (1997b) 

Group 2 2;03.09 – 
2;06.25 

3.33 – 
4.70 

5% 

 P1 3;01.05 – 
3;05.02 

n/a 23% 

Hamann 
(1996) 

P2 3;02.23 – 
3;05.16 

n/a 22% 

 P3 3;02.29 – 
3;06.13 

n/a 19% 

 P4 3;04.13 – 
3;06.06 

n/a 33% 

MLU is calculated on the basis of words per utterance in Jakubowicz et al (1997b).  
 
The reason for the large discrepancy between rates of target-deviant object 
drop in the data sets is not clear from the information provided. It is likely 
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that researchers selected different criteria to determine what constituted 
target-deviant drop, although this is not transparent from reading each study. 
The studies acknowledge that object topicalization is rare. 

Object drop occurs in a non-adult like fashion in child German, at 
least in some cases, indicating that children are using ungrammatical 
structures. Objects and subjects are being treated in a different manner, with 
objects undergoing higher rates of drop.   
 
3.2.6 Dutch 

Dutch is the language under investigation in our study. A limited amount of 
research has already been conducted on the appearance of object drop in 
child Dutch. As discussed in Chapter 2, Dutch is a topic drop language, 
allowing a null topic operator in SpecCP to be identified by a zero topic.  

Studies of object drop in child Dutch focus on four major factors: the 
dropping of objects from sentence-initial position, object drop rates in 
optionally and obligatorily transitive verbs, associations between object drop 
and finiteness, and associations between object drop and ‘embedded’ verb 
clauses. 

Object drop occurs with a great deal of frequency overall in young 
children (20% - 31%), though not as high as subject drop which occurs at 
(20% - 60%) (Krämer 1995) (Table 3.9): 9 

 
Table 3.9 Rates of Null Subjects and Null Objects in Child Dutch (based on  
 Krämer 1995:58-86) 

Age % of Null Subjects % of Null Objects 
1;08 – 1;11 60% 29% 
1;12 – 2;02 43% 27% 
2;03 – 2;06 35% 31% 
2;07 – 2;10 27% 26% 
2;11 – 3;01 20% 20% 

 
Subject and object drop primarily occur in sentence-initial position, 

according to De Haan and Tuijnman (1988). They cite several examples of 
each (31-38) (1988:109 (12), 111): 

 

                                                 
9The total percentages for null subjects and null objects were not provided in Krämer (1995). 
However, we based these counts on the raw numbers she provides for each individual child. 
The rate of null objects is based on the total number of objects missing with obligatorily 
transitive verbs only. 
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SENTENCE-INITIAL  
SUBJECT DROP 

(31) ec kan niet slapen op een 
         schaap 
 ‘can not sleep on a sheep’ 

(32) ec ga die weer maken 
 ‘go these again make’ 

(33) ec is een trein he 
 ‘is a train, he’ 

(34)  ec kan ook tussen 
        ‘can also between’ 

SENTENCE-INITIAL  
OBJECT DROP 

(35) ec moeten we meemaken 
 ‘must we experience’ 

 
(36) ec heb ik gepakt 
 ‘have I take’ 

(37) ec moet ik maken 
 ‘must I make’ 

(38) ec heeft Anna geplakt 
 ‘has Anna glued’ 

When subjects are overt, they appear in sentence-initial or in second position 
(De Haan & Tuijnman 1988:110) (39-40): 
 
(39) hij doet het 
 ‘he does it’ 

(40) moeten wij het weggooien 
 ‘must we throw it away’ 
 
They also note that sentences where another constituent, such as a PP or 
adverbial, appears sentence-initially while the subject is missing are rare in 
the child data. Unfortunately, no actual counts for their generalizations are 
provided. 
 Object drop occurs regardless of whether or not the verb is 
obligatorily or optionally transitive (Krämer 1995). However, object drop 
with obligatorily transitive verbs is less frequent than with optionally 
transitive verbs (Krämer 1995) (Table 3.10).10   
 

                                                 
10Krämer (1995) does not provide final totals and percentages for object drop in optionally 
and obligatorily transitive clauses. These totals are based on the raw numbers she provides for 
each child and then calculating the percentage. 
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Table 3.10 Rates of Object Drop with Optionally and Obligatorily 
 Transitive Verbs (based on Krämer 1995:109-121) 

Age % of Obligatorily 
Transitive Verbs with 

Object Drop 

% of Optionally 
Transitive Verbs with 

Object Drop 
1;08 – 1;11 29% 79% 
1;12 – 2;02 27% 52% 
2;03 – 2;06 31% 65% 
2;07 – 2;10 26% 67% 
2;11 – 3;01 20% 39% 

 
Ungrammatical object drop decreases with both verb types over time.  

Null subjects are often correlated with infinitival verb forms, that is, 
subjects are frequently dropped with infinitival verb forms (Krämer 1993, 
Weverink 1989). Overt subjects appear more often with finite verb forms 
(Krämer 1993, Weverink 1989). Krämer (1995) tests the possible association 
between null objects and finiteness. Finiteness also seems to play a role in 
the appearance of objects; finite verbs have a slightly higher tendency to 
appear with overt objects than infinitival verbs, as illustrated in Table 3.11 
summarized from Krämer (1995).11 

 
Table 3.11 Rates of Object Drop with Finite and Infinitival Obligatorily  
 Transitive Verbs (based on Krämer 1995:76-86) 

Age % of Finite Verb Forms 
with Object Drop 

% of Infinitival Verbs 
with Object Drop 

1;08 – 1;11 46% 16% 
1;12 – 2;02 13% 30% 
2;03 – 2;06 23% 34% 
2;07 – 2;10 25% 37% 
2;11 – 3;01 18% 20% 

 
This slight correlation between null objects and infinitival verbs is not 
comparable to the strong correlation between null subjects and infinitival 
clauses (Krämer 1995:87-102).  

Finally, Krämer (1995) looks at the differences in object drop between 
what she refers to as ‘embedded verb’ constructions and single verb 
utterances (finite or nonfinite). The embedded verb constructions include 
those with a finite modal or auxiliary and an infinitival main verb (Table 
3.12).12  

                                                 
11The final percentages here are based on the raw numbers provided in Krämer (1995). 
12The total percentages are based on the raw numbers in Krämer (1995).  
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Table 3.12 Rate of Object Drop with Finite Obligatorily Transitive Verbs and  
 Embedded Infinitival Obligatorily Transitive Verbs (based on Krämer  
 1995:76-86, 125-137) 

Age % of Finite Verbs 
with Object Drop 

% of Embedded Infinitival 
Verbs with Object Drop 

1;08 – 1;11 46% - 
1;12 – 2;02 13% - 
2;03 – 2;06 23% 32% 
2;07 – 2;10 25% 21% 
2;11 – 3;01 18% 23% 

 
Table 3.12 illustrates that rates of object drop in the embedded infinitival 
verbs are somewhat higher than with finite verbs. 
 Blankenstijn and Scheper (forthcoming) investigate object drop 
utterances in older children. Children drop few objects in postverbal position 
at the age of four (i.e. ungrammatical position). Unlike the younger children, 
four-year old children drop direct objects in adult-like syntactic 
constructions. Most dropped objects are in sentence-initial position (i.e. 
between 96% and 98% based on the percentages in Table 3.13), not 
postverbal position. This indicates that children have acquired the rule that 
topics are only dropped from sentence-initial position. 
 
Table 3.13 Rates of Ungrammatical (Postverbal) Obligatory Object Drop (based  
 on Blankenstijn & Scheper, forthcoming, Table 5.5) 

Age % of Dropped Objects in 
Postverbal Position 

4 years 4% 
6 years < 2% 
8 years < 2% 

 
However, the overall rates of object drop from sentence-initial position are 
still higher than those expected from adult speakers (Table 3.14). Of those 
direct objects dropped from sentence-initial position, between 38% and 49% 
were not recoverable from the discourse (Blankenstijn & Scheper, 
forthcoming).13 
 

                                                 
13Blankenstijn and Scheper (forthcoming) use a ‘Place and Reference’ condition to determine 
whether or not a dropped object meets discourse requirements. ‘Place’ refers to the position of 
the dropped object, while ‘Reference’ is the discourse-relatedness of the dropped object. 
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Table 3.14 Rates of Sentence-Initial Obligatory Object Drop Not Meeting  
 Discourse Criteria (based on Blankenstijn & Scheper, forthcoming,  
 Table 5.5) 

Age % of SI-Dropped Objects Not 
Meeting Discourse Criteria 

4 years 38% 
6 years 35% 
8 years 49% 

 
Dutch children acquire the syntactic restrictions on direct object drop before 
the discourse constraints. As Dutch children get older, the number of clauses 
with object drop decreases until it is similar to that of adults.  

As we saw with children acquiring other languages, Dutch children 
are using object drop ungrammatically. They also appear to treat subjects 
and objects somewhat differently, as subjects are dropped more frequency.  
 

3.2.7 Summary of the Crosslinguistic Data 

The data collected from children acquiring several languages indicates that, 
despite variation, all children leave out objects in obligatory contexts. Rates 
of object drop fluctuate, depending upon the target language. In children 
acquiring languages where adult object drop was frequent (e.g. Japanese and 
Chinese), object drop occurred with more frequency. Children learning 
languages where object drop is not grammatical, or highly restricted (e.g. 
English and French) exhibited the lowest rates of object drop overall. Table 
3.15 summarizes the findings presented above. While this provides us with 
an overall picture of what is occurring in child language, we must also 
remember that each study uses a different set of criteria. Since not all studies 
calculated MLUs, Table 3.15 summarizes the results by age. The languages 
are arranged from lowest to highest rates of object drop (approximately). 
The rates of object drop in child Dutch are shaded.14 
 

                                                 
14The Blankenstijn and Scheper (forthcoming) study is not included in this table, because their 
results were divided into sentence-initial and postverbal object drop. The earlier studies (i.e. 
Krämer 1995) were based on rates of object drop overall. So the two groups of numbers are 
not directly comparable.  
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Table 3.15 Percentages of Null Subjects and Null Obligatory Objects Across  
 Child Languages 

Language Age Rates of Subject 
Drop 

Rates of 
Object Drop 

 1;06 – 2;01 15% - 39% 4% – 13% 
 2;05 – 3;00 29% - 55% 7% - 11% 

Englisha 1;01 - 2;02 45%  7% 
 2;03 - 2;08 24% 7% 
 2;03 - 2;06 - 2% 
 2;06 - 2;08 - 3% 

Frenchb 2;03 – 2;07 38% 12% 
 2;03.22 – 2;05.29 6% 4% 
 2;05.07 – 3;01.01 44% 52% 

 2;06.25 – 2;09.12 10% 45% 
Germanc 3;01.05 - 3;05.02 11% – 17% 8% 

 3;02.23 - 3;05.16 8% - 12% 3% 
 3;02.29 - 3;06.13 4% - 5% 6% 
 3;04.13 - 3;07.06 3% - 8% 5% 

 1;08 - 1;11 60% 29% 
1;12 - 2;02 43% 27% 
2;03 - 2;06 35% 31% 
2;07 - 2;10 27% 26% 

 
Dutchd 

2;11 - 3;01 20% 20% 
 2;00 – 2;02 79% 48% 

Japanesee 2;03 – 2;06 62% 39% 
 2;11 – 3;01 40% 55% 
 3;00 87% 61% 
 2;00 – 2;05 56% 20% 

Chinesef 3;01 – 3;05 46% 22% 
 4;01 – 4;05 38% 26% 

a The percentages for English are based on Tables 3.1 and 3.2. 
b The percentages for French are based on Table 3.4. 
c The percentages for German are based on Table 3.7. 
d The percentages for Dutch are based on Table 3.9. 
e The percentages for Japanese are based on Table 3.5. 
f The percentages for Chinese are based on Table 3.6. 
 
We can see that the ratio of missing objects to missing subjects varies, but 
generally, subject drop is higher than object drop. Children acquiring 
English, Dutch, French, Japanese and Chinese tend to drop more subjects 
than objects. Adult Japanese and Chinese show higher rates of subject drop 
than object drop, so the child data reflect the input. In adult Dutch, as we 
saw in Chapter 2, direct objects are more acceptably dropped than subjects, 
so Dutch children do not mirror their input. The data from German indicates 
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that children under three years old drop more objects than subjects in 
obligatory contexts. The rates of subject and object drop decrease 
substantially after the age of three. Object drop rates in English and French 
children are much lower than those for the other language groups. Again, 
this seems to reflect the fact that adult English and French allow only highly 
restricted instances of object drop. 
 After seeing that null objects are a typical characteristic of child 
language, we now present possible accounts for why children drop objects 
regularly in their language. 
 
3.3 Proposed Explanations for Argument Drop in 

Language Acquisition 

Much of the literature on null arguments in first language acquisition focuses 
on the role of null subjects, rather than the presence of null objects. In 
general, null objects have only been investigated as a point of comparison 
with null subjects. We look at five different proposals accounting for 
argument drop in child language and how they treat direct object drop in 
particular. These proposals make specific predictions regarding the 
distribution of object drop in child Dutch. The research questions derived 
from these models form the basis of the study reported in Chapters 4 and 5. 
 
3.3.1 The Pro-Drop Hypothesis 

The Pro-Drop hypothesis addresses the presence of subject drop in children 
acquiring various languages by using a theory first created for adult subject 
drop (Hyams 1986, Hyams & Wexler 1993, Rizzi 1986). The theory is based 
on the premise that Universal Grammar provides the language learner with 
the Null Subject Parameter. The default setting of this parameter allows null 
subjects. Only once children enter the linguistic environment does positive 
evidence, from the input, trigger the resetting of the parameter. In the case of 
non-null subject languages, this is the expletive subject because its presence 
indicates that subjects are obligatory. Therefore, if a learner enters the 
environment assuming licit null subjects, he/she will encounter 
counterevidence in the input (of a non-pro-drop language) and reset the 
parameter accordingly. Negative evidence (i.e. explicit instruction) cannot be 
relied upon to set the parameter, which is why the child works from the 
assumption that all languages are null subject languages. Otherwise, if a 
child assumes that his/her language requires subjects, he/she will not 
encounter evidence contradicting this assumption. Many target pro-drop 
languages allow lexical NPs in subject position. Nothing forces the child to 
re-analyze his/her language as pro-drop. Children use small pro for subjects, 
just as adults in pro-drop languages do. The assumption made by this theory 
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is that object drop in child language is low, as it is in child English (Hyams 
& Wexler 1993). The appearance of null objects is simply the result of 
performance errors and is not an actual syntactic phenomenon. As shown in 
Table 3.15, null objects are common in crosslinguistic language 
development. In some languages, such as early child German, null objects 
appear even more than null subjects. Therefore, we cannot analyze all null 
objects in child language as performance errors.  
 
3.3.2 The Processing Model 

The processing model works from the premise that missing arguments are 
the result of processing constraints, that is, children have not yet developed 
enough cognitively to produce the entire sentence (Bloom 1990, 1993, 
Valian 1991). Based on data collected from English and Italian children, 
researchers argue that subjects are most likely to appear in sentences where 
the VP lacks an object. The longer the VP is, the more likely the subject is to 
be dropped. Subject drop is purely a result of the child’s difficulty in 
processing long sentences. Since they often refer to old information, subjects 
are the most likely arguments to be dropped. This accounts for the high rates 
of subject drop across child languages.   

This model predicts that the presence or absence of objects in a child’s 
utterance is directly related to the length of the subject. Specifically, the VPs 
most likely to be lacking an object were found to have the longest subjects 
(i.e. lexical DPs). Objects are more likely to appear when no subject occurs. 
In English, objects are more likely to be included than subjects. Bloom 
(1990, 1993) accounts for this by arguing that more processing is available at 
the end of the sentence, rather than the beginning.  

This model does not adequately account for the absence of objects in 
child speech. In fact, based on the notion that more processing is available at 
the end of the sentence, the model predicts that subjects are more likely to be 
missing, in comparison to objects. However, as we saw with the data 
collected from German language learners, objects are not always favoured 
over subjects. In fact, objects are dropped with more frequency than subjects 
in early child German (Table 3.7).  
 

3.3.3 The Topic Drop Hypothesis 

De Haan and Tuijnman (1988) argue that missing subjects and objects in 
child Dutch are the result of topic drop. Children simply ‘overapply’ the 
adult rule in their language. As we saw in §3.2.3, De Haan and Tuijnman 
(1988) find that most subjects and direct objects are dropped from sentence-
initial position. These null objects are null topics, as they are in adult Dutch. 
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The researchers point to three main characteristics of a Dutch-speaking 
child’s speech indicating that object drop is indeed attributable to topic drop. 
De Haan and Tuijnman (1988) look at 272 utterances of a single Dutch 
child, David at the age of 2;02. 
 First, David’s data indicate that he has access to the topicalization 
structure, according to De Haan and Tuijnman (1988). Evidence that he 
makes use of a topic position at the left-edge of the clause comes from the 
appearance of various constituents sentence-initially.15 Specifically, David 
moves the verb to sentence-initial position: “the sentence-initial verb 
indicates that the structure for a topicalized verb is available” (De Haan & 
Tuijnman 1988:115). 
 Second, De Haan and Tuijnman (1988) show that David has mastered 
the argument structure of transitive verbs. He produces many transitive verbs 
with or without the required object (41-42): 
 
(41) ec moet ik maken  
 ‘must I make’ 

(42) auto te maken 
 ‘car to make’ 

 (De Haan & Tuijnman 1988:107 (10a-b) ) 
 

Extrapolating from these examples, the researchers assume that David 
knows that the argument structure verb of maken can take patient and agent 
roles. Therefore, null objects are not the result of incorrect argument 
structures.   

Finally, as we saw in §3.2.5, objects appear to be dropped primarily 
from sentence-initial position. Since direct objects do not appear to be 
dropped as often from a non-sentence-initial position, that object drop is a 
type of topic drop.  

This model presupposes that children have a parameter available to 
them, similar to the one proposed in Huang (1984), which can be set to a 
‘discourse-oriented language’ or ‘sentence-oriented language’. The authors 
argue that Dutch children set this parameter to discourse-oriented from the 
earliest stages. As soon as the topicalization structure is acquired and the 
parameter is set to discourse-oriented, Dutch children drop topics, including 
direct objects. De Haan and Tuijnman argue: “this position to the left of this 
verb is phonetically empty, but not syntactically, or semantically: it is 
occupied by an empty topic that identifies an empty category and is 
identified itself contextually” (1988:114). 
                                                 
15De Haan and Tuijnman (1988) explicitly state that they do not take a stand on the position 
of the topic, that is, they do not presuppose that it requires SpecCP.  
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The topic drop analysis, as proposed in De Haan and Tuijnman 
(1988), has a significant advantage in that it does not rely on a changing or 
developing grammar for the child to achieve the adult target. It also explains 
the high number of verb-initial utterances with missing arguments. Null 
subjects and null objects in child Dutch are explained using a single 
mechanism. 

The study upon which this analysis is based, however, has three 
significant problems. First and foremost, a single speech sample from one 
child is used as the basis for the analysis. Generalizations based on a speech 
sample of 272 utterances are tentative at best. Inter- and intra-speaker 
variation could produce highly different results, had they investigated more 
children or visited David on another day. No developmental information 
regarding David is provided (i.e., MLU or MLUw), making it difficult to 
ascertain where he would fit in relation to the data collected from other 
Dutch children. Second, the criteria used by De Haan and Tuijnman to 
determine which verbs require an object are not provided. Some of the 
examples presented are not obligatory object drop. For instance examples 
(43-45) contain optionally transitive verbs (§3.2.6, §4.4.2). As a result, we 
cannot argue that they are examples of obligatory object drop. 
 
(43) ec heeft papa voorgelezen 
 ‘has daddy read’ 

(44) ec heeft Anna geplakt 
 ‘has Anna glued’ 

(45) ec heeft Anna gebreid  
 ’has Anna knitted’ 

 (De Haan & Tuijnman 1988:111) 
 
Only tokens with obligatorily transitive verbs should be included as 
sentence-initial drop. These factors influence the ultimate results and make 
the number of utterances fitting the topic drop model less clear. Third, 
David’s data contain examples where the object is not dropped from 
sentence-initial position (examples (46-47) are from De Haan & Tuijnman 
1988:115 (11a-b)). 
 
(46) Anna Anna heeft ec  gekleurd 
 ‘Anna Anna has coloured’ 
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(47) naar Amsterdam moet ik ec sturen 
 ‘to Amsterdam must I send’ 
 
De Haan and Tuijnman (1988) admit that these utterances are a problem for 
their analysis but, unfortunately, do not address the issue any further.  
 
3.3.4 The PRO-Adjunction Hypothesis 

Müller, Hulk and Jakubowicz (1999), Jakubowicz et al (1997b) and Müller 
and Hulk (2001) look at the distribution of null arguments in bilingual 
children to arrive at an analysis of null objects. Although the focus is on 
bilingual children, Müller and Hulk (2001) apply the model to monolingual 
language learners. 

Müller et al (1999) and Müller and Hulk (2001) note that monolingual 
Dutch and German children drop a high number of obligatory objects. The 
C-system is either completely absent or seldom used during this stage of 
object drop. During the Optional Infinitival stage, a small number of 
topicalized objects occur and subordinate clauses are rarely, if ever, 
produced (§1.2). Several instances of multiple argument drop appear in the 
Dutch data. According to Müller et al (1999) and Müller and Hulk (2001), 
Dutch (and German) children know from the earliest stages that their 
language is topic drop based on the input data. The main reason behind non-
target-like object drop is that children have yet to fully acquire the V2 
construction. 

To account for the apparent relationship between null objects and the 
absence of the C-system in child Dutch, Müller et al (1999) adopt a 
framework proposed originally for a German-French bilingual child in 
Müller, Crysmann and Kaiser (1996). This analysis attempts to account for 
the appearance of multiple argument drop in child language, and the fact that 
object drop appears to decrease as use of the C-system increases. 

Müller et al (1996) argue that the empty object must be generated as 
an empty variable. An empty antecedent is required to identify the null 
argument.16 This antecedent must be located outside the IP (in an Ā-
position), allowing the variable to remain free in its binding domain. The 
empty variable, therefore, is Ā-bound by an antecedent adjoined to IP. The 
empty topic (antecedent) position must be filled by PRO because neither an 
anaphor nor pro can appear in this position (i.e. they could not be licensed 
via local A-binding) (Huang 1984). Small pro is licensed in one of two 
ways, either through rich agreement morphology or by an antecedent. Dutch 

                                                 
16This type of structure, where an empty antecedent is located outside the clause to identify a 
null argument, resembles the topic drop structure discussed in Chapter 2. The PRO-
Adjunction proposal differs in that it allows multiple-argument drop to occur. 
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has no object agreement, so the only remaining alternative is to use an 
antecedent. If pro is to be bound by an antecedent, “it would have to be A-
bound by its antecedent, while being A-free in its minimal Binding Theory-
relevant domain” (Müller et al 1996:50). However, no higher A-position is 
available, therefore, pro cannot be bound. Using an empty R-expression is 
not feasible because another empty R-expression could be used as its 
antecedent, and so forth, resulting in infinite recursion. PRO cannot be 
governed and can only appear without the CP projection. PRO is licensed 
pragmatically via the discourse. The child’s structure in null object 
constructions takes the form in (48) (taken from Müller et al (1996:54 (17)): 

 
(48) [IP PROi [IP  Ivar repare ti] 
        Ivar repairs 
 
This analysis accounts for cases where the subject and object are 
concurrently missing within the same clause. Such constructions are not 
unusual in child speech. As the child uses CP more consistently, PRO will 
not be able to appear adjoined to IP because it will be governed, and 
therefore, ungrammatical (Müller & Hulk 2001).17 In addition, external 
discourse licenser can no longer identify PRO when the C-system is 
activated (Müller & Hulk 2001). Object and subject drop should disappear 
quickly with the activation of the C-system, according to this theory.  
 Object drop also appears frequently in clauses lacking an IP 
projection, or infinitival clauses. Jakubowicz et al (1997b) propose an 
additional solution to deal with object drop in these infinitival clauses. 
Nonfinite clauses are analyzed as the spell-out of verbs which have not been 
attached to Tense (via merging with the functional heads Comp and Infl). In 
these clauses, children may use a Chinese-type of topic drop (Huang 1984). 
Discourse topics are represented with an empty operator in nonfinite clauses. 
Thus, Dutch learners have two options for object drop. In finite clauses, PRO 
is adjoined to IP, while in nonfinite clauses, Chinese-like topic drop is 
implemented. A significant advantage to this model is that it unifies object 
and subject drop – both occur as a result of the same process, whether it be 
PRO adjoining to IP, or Chinese-like topic drop. Multiple argument drop is 
permitted in this framework, since more than one PRO may undergo 
adjunction. Argument drop can co-occur with topicalization in this structure. 
Three clear predictions are also made by this hypothesis. First, object and 
subject drop will disappear as the C-system comes into regular use.18 

                                                 
17According to Müller and Hulk (2001), the CP-system acts as an interface between the 
syntax and pragmatics. 
18Testing the validity of the disappearance of object drop with the appearance of CP is 
reasonably simple to carry out. Object drop should cease once children begin to produce 
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Second, object drop is not likely to occur from sentence-initial position, 
rather, the empty variable appears lower in the clause. Third, argument drop 
should be indiscriminate across subject/object type as well as predicate type, 
because any argument may be replaced in any clause.  
 A disadvantage to this type of theory is that object drop itself is not a 
single mechanism – rather one mechanism is used for finite clauses while 
another is required for nonfinite clauses. Müller et al (1996) argue that their 
theory explains why object drop occurs more frequently with nonfinite 
clauses. The Chinese topic drop approach deals with object drop in nonfinite 
clauses, but it remains unclear as to why object drop would occur in higher 
rates in root infinitivals. PRO and Chinese-like topic drop are both licensed 
via the discourse, hence we do not expect a significant difference. With the 
two autonomous processes for non-V2 (i.e. no CP) finite and nonfinite 
clauses, object drop rates should be similar in both contexts.  
 

3.3.5 The Perfectivity Hypothesis 

Krämer (1995) investigates the appearance and development of null objects 
and subjects in child Dutch. Her study investigates the two sets of triplets 
discussed in this thesis, as well as one additional child, Hein, from the 
CHILDES database. While she does not look at whether or not objects are 
dropped from topic position, Krämer (1995)  tries to determine if null objects 
tend to occur more frequently in certain verb groups, with nonfinite verb 
forms, or embedded verb constructions. The results of her study are 
presented in the section on Dutch acquisition data, §3.2.6. Krämer (1995) 
reaches the conclusion that object drop is related to perfectivity. Krämer’s 
perfectivity hypothesis implicitly collapses two different notions of aspect: 
telicity and perfectivity. Whereas telicity is defined as the property of a 
potential culmination moment in the temporal contour of the event it 
denotes, perfectivity is the notion that refers to the actual boundaries of 
events, that is, an event is viewed with its beginning and final boundaries. 
Perfective aspect applies ‘on top of’ telicity: a telic predicate may occur with 
perfective or imperfective aspect and so does an atelic predicate. We will 
return to these two notions of aspect in §5.8. 
 To explain the emergence of null objects in child Dutch, Krämer 
(1995) looks to the relationship between aspect and inflection. Krämer 
(1995) bases some of her arguments on Borer (1994) who proposes that 
objects are linked to the presence of AspP (Aspect Phrase). The presence of 

                                                                                                                   
consistent topicalization, wh-questions, and subordinate clauses with overt lexical 
complementizers. However, these tests are beyond the scope of the present study.  
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a specified direct object frequently indicates the delimitedness of an activity. 
In this case, the object raises to the specifier of an Event Measure Phrase 
(AspPem). The projection of AspPem is strongly associated with activities 
having an endpoint. The tree in (49) is based on Krämer (1995:144 (96)). 
 
(49) This man built the house. 

 IP 
      3 
 Spec         I' 
 this mani  2 

  I AspPem 
  builtj       3  
           Spec Aspem' 
               the housek tu 
                Aspem         VP 
                       tj           3 
             Spec         V' 
             ti           5 
                     ti, tj, tk  
 
Since atelic predicates do not usually represent a delimited activity or have 
specified objects, AspPem is not projected. Krämer (1995) also adopts ideas 
from Diesing (1992). Diesing (1992) proposes that the clause be divided into 
three sections, Quantifier, Restricted Clause and Nuclear Scope. In the case 
of a Measure NP (such as one which would act as a delimiter), the Measure 
NP moves outside Nuclear Scope because it is specific. Nonspecific objects 
remain inside Nuclear Scope, as in (50). 
 
(50) [This man catches] [dogs t] 
 IP      VP 

 (taken from Krämer 1995:145 (97))  
  
Working from the assumption that definite objects only appear when 
utterances have an event-measure reading, Krämer (1995) predicts that direct 
objects may be dropped, in child language, when no event-measure reading 
is available. In other words, objects are more likely to be missing when the 
predicate is non-perfective. When the verb requires an event-interpretation, 
on the other hand, the (specified) object must be present to fill SpecAspPem. 
These are referred to as perfective clauses, defined as having “an event-
interpretation” (Krämer 1995:148). Clauses with an event-interpretation 
refer to a specific event and require a direct object. In non-perfective or 
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imperfective sentences, the clause does not have an event-interpretation. The 
clause refers to a non-specific event, and does not require a direct object.   

The non-perfective aspect is more frequent in the input, according to 
Krämer (1995), so children would naturally assume no object was necessary. 
AspPem is only present when TP is present, in her theory. This predicts that 
objects will appear with finite verbs.  

In addition to the syntactic requirement for an object, pragmatics also 
plays a role, according to Krämer (1995). She argues that the child 
recognizes that an utterance requires a certain amount of information to 
minimally contain meaning. In utterances where a missing object would 
obscure the meaning, like the light verbs (e.g., doen ‘to do’), Krämer (1995) 
predicts that the object could not be dropped. In cases where children drop 
objects in constructions marginally acceptable for adults, they are simply 
exhibiting a form of pragmatic misjudgement. They do not realize that 
dropping the object will result in obscuring the meaning of the verb.  

To explain the appearance of null objects with nonfinite verbs, 
Krämer (1995) explores two possible solutions. The first solution works 
from the basis of the Null Modal Hypothesis. Under this hypothesis, a null 
modal is assumed to be present in all root infinitival constructions. Krämer 
(1995) argues that modals can be viewed as representing events that have yet 
to take place, therefore, they are not perfective. AspPem is not projected, and 
objects are dropped from the infinitival constructions.  

The second solution explores the possibility that root infinitivals are 
truncated structures (i.e. VPs). AspPem cannot be projected because the 
presence of perfective aspect, or the projection of AspPem, relies on the 
presence of TP. Without TP, there is no AspPem; without AspPem, there is 
no object. Therefore, direct objects in root infinitival constructions are 
present only to modify the verb. 

The analysis she proposes makes very clear predictions. The absence 
of objects with non-perfective verbs is expected, while verbs clearly marked 
(syntactically or contextually) for an event-interpretation are expected to 
show a high number of overt objects. This difference should be detectable in 
the modal and future constructions when compared to the past perfective 
constructions.19 Her definition of perfectivity refers indirectly to the 
specificity or delimitedness of an event, so whether she is only referring to 
clauses in the perfective tense, or also telic predicates (i.e. events with a 

                                                 
19Past perfect constructions are associated with perfective aspect in Krämer’s discussion 
(1995), although it should be noted that past perfect tense is not necessarily equated with 
perfective aspect. Perfect tense, however, can carry perfective aspect (Angeliek van Hout, 
p.c.). 
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culmination point) is unclear.20 If the latter is the case and we extend 
Krämer’s analysis, we expect telic verbs in Dutch to undergo lower rates of 
object drop, as well. One group of verbs in Dutch is strongly associated with 
perfective or telic events, the particle verbs. We might expect these verbs to 
undergo lower rates of object drop, according to this hypothesis.  

Particle verbs are a class of Dutch verbs often associated with 
perfective or telic events (Van Hout 1996, 2000). The addition of a particle 
to an activity verb often results in a shift in the event structure of a verb 
(Hoekstra 1992, Van Hout 1996, Tenny 1994). Specifically, the particle may 
indicate the presence of an endpoint in the event structure of the verb (51-
52).21 

 
(51) Het meisje eet  een uur lang/*in een uur  koekjes. 

 the girl    eats an hour  long/  in an hour cookies 
  ‘The girls eats cookies for an hour/*in an hour.’ 

(52) Het meisje eet *een uur lang/in een uur    de koekjes   op. 
 the girl    eats    an   hour long/in  an  hour the cookies  up 
 ‘The girl eats the cookies up *for an hour/in an hour.’ 
 

The notion that AspPem is only projected when TP is projected is a 
controversial presupposition. This predicts that all verbs requiring AspPem 
emerge in their finite forms in child Dutch. Other studies indicate the 
opposite; eventive verbs actually are more likely to appear in their infinitival 
forms (cf. Wijnen 1998). Also, more recent proposals postulate an 
un(der)specified TP projection in root infinitival constructions (Hoekstra & 
Hyams 1998, Wijnen 1998) (§1.2.2). This approach may prove problematic 
within Krämer’s model (1995). AspPem could always be projected, and 
therefore, the expected differences in object drop for infinitival and finite 
clauses would disappear. The Null Modal Hypothesis would have to be 
adapted to account for object drop in infinitival clauses.  

                                                 
20Krämer (1995) argues that the particle verbs do not necessarily entail the perfective reading, 
as she defines it. She points out certain cases where particle verbs do not refer to specific 
events, and as such, are not perfective.  
(v) Ik wil    liever opbouwen        dan   afbreken. 
 I  want  better  up-build-INF  than off-break-INF 
 ‘I would rather build up than destroy.’ 
The example in (v) shows that the particle verbs do not refer to a specific direct object, but are 
a property of the subject. However, we do not believe that this is the manner in which most 
particle verbs are used in child speech. It is unlikely that children would construct sentences 
such as those in (v). The rates of object drop with the past perfective clauses and particle 
clauses, independently, are presented in §5.8. 
21 The relationship between telicity and the direct object is discussed further in §6.2. 
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Furthermore, this model does not make a clear prediction concerning 
the position of null objects, that is, whether or not null objects appear in 
topic position. The clausal position of the null object relies on whether the 
null object is an empty category, or if the position of the object is simply not 
generated. Assuming the null object is an empty category, we are left with 
two possibilities. First, if the child has projected up to CP, the null object 
could appear in sentence-initial position. The second alternative is that if CP 
is not projected, the null object appears in SpecAspPem. A third alternative 
is that the object position is not generated at all. Sentence-initial position is 
filled by another element and the gap left by the null object would appear 
within the lower part of the clause (i.e. VP). 
 

3.3.6 Summary 

We looked at five possible analyses for the appearance of null objects (or 
arguments) in early child language. For two of the models, the pro-drop 
hypothesis and the processing model, object drop was treated as a peripheral 
issue. The topic drop hypothesis looks at object and subject drop as basically 
the same phenomenon and provides a unified account for what may be 
occurring in child Dutch. The final two analyses, the PRO-Adjunction 
hypothesis and the perfectivity hypothesis, focus primarily on object drop 
and analyze it independently of subject drop. 

We know already, based on the crosslinguistic data presented in §3.2, 
that neither the pro-drop hypothesis nor the processing model provides a 
satisfactory account for null objects. We saw that the rate of object drop in 
child Dutch is too high to be attributed to performance errors (§3.3.1). This 
removes the pro-drop hypothesis from consideration. The processing model 
cannot explain many of the distribution facts associated with null objects in 
child Dutch (§3.3.2). For example, it is not clear how this proposal would 
explain the correlation between finiteness and object drop. It also cannot 
account for such dramatic crosslinguistic differences in terms of overall rates 
of object drop. Why would there be any differences across languages if 
missing elements are simply the result of processing? Most children have the 
same processing capacities. That leaves three analyses: the topic drop 
hypothesis, the perfectivity hypothesis and the PRO-Adjunction hypothesis. 
On the bases of these three proposals and with the conclusions drawn in 
§2.5, we formulate several specific research questions for this study. 
 
3.4 Research Questions 

The literature on object drop in child language, and more specifically child 
Dutch, presents us with several basic research questions. Answering these 
questions will provide us with a more complete picture of object drop. 
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Questions arising from the discussion in this chapter are included with the 
initial list of (renumbered) questions posed in §2.5.  

The first two questions provide us with a context in which to place 
object drop in child Dutch. The first compares object drop and subject drop 
in the child data to ascertain whether or not object drop is occurring at rates 
similar to that of subject drop. As we saw in §2.2.4, the rates of object drop 
(16%) are approximately three times the rate of subject drop in adult Dutch 
(5%) (Jansen 1981). The second question deals with whether or not object 
drop in child language is simply an overgeneralization of the optionally 
transitive verb structure to obligatorily transitive verbs. Data from Krämer 
(1995) indicate that this is not the case. 
 
Q1: Does object drop occur at rates similar to subject drop in child  

Dutch? 
Q2: Does object drop occur at similar rates in obligatorily and optionally  

transitive verbs? 
 

The position of dropped objects is a major issue for two theories 
discussed in this chapter, as well as the questions posed in §2.5. The 
assumptions outlined in §1.2.2 entail that the child does not have access to 
CP at the early stages. We would not expect object drop to occur sentence-
initially (§2.5). On the other hand, if the child has the CP structure available 
to him/her, we would expect sentence-initial object drop to be possible. The 
PRO-Adjunction hypothesis also predicts that object drop is likely to appear 
in a position lower in the clause (§3.3.4).22 An empty variable is base-
generated in the position associated with the object. De Haan and Tuijnman 
(1988) argue that the strongest characteristic of object drop is that it occurs 
sentence-initially (§3.3.3). Their study is based on a small corpus of 272 
utterances from a single child. Their assumption must be explored with 
multiple children across several transcripts.   
 
Q3: Does object drop occur more frequently from sentence-initial  

position? 
 

As we saw in Chapter 2, the topic drop cannot occur without 
discourse-linking (§2.5). Ideally, we could observe whether or not dropped 
direct objects are discourse-linked. 

                                                 
22We use the term ‘appears’ here because in the PRO-Adjunction hypothesis, the empty object 
is adjoined to IP, on the left-periphery of the clause. However, if the subject and verb appear 
in SpecIP and I0, respectively, the direct object would look as though it were missing from a 
postverbal position.  
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Q4: Does object drop in child Dutch obey discourse-linking? 

 
The relationship between object drop and finiteness requires further 

examination. The topic drop analysis predicts that object drop will occur 
more frequently in finite clauses. Only finite clauses permit topicalization, 
and if the dropped objects are adult-like topics, they must be in finite clauses 
(§3.3.3). Krämer (1995) expects object drop to occur more in nonfinite 
clauses because, according to her, nonfinite clauses represent events which 
have yet to occur. Therefore, TP and AspPem are not projected and objects 
are not optional (§3.3.5). Finiteness is the third factor investigated in Chapter 
5. 

 
Q5: Do object drop and finiteness bear any relation to one another? 

Do nonfinite clauses undergo higher rates of object drop than finite  
clauses? 

 
The relationship between object drop and perfectivity requires further 

exploration. This question derives directly from what we saw in §3.3.5 on 
Krämer’s (1995) model, the perfectivity hypothesis. Krämer (1995) argues 
that this model accounts for the higher rates of object drop in modal 
constructions (i.e. those with a modal verb and infinitival lexical verb). We 
would predict these rates to be higher in comparison to other clauses, for 
example, past constructions (i.e. constructions with an auxiliary and past 
participle) and telic predicates where the event has a culmination point. 
Rates of object drop with past, modal and future constructions will be 
investigated specifically in the following chapter. We also look at the rates 
of object drop with the particle verbs. Many of these verbs are associated 
with a perfective clause, so under her hypothesis, we predict that object drop 
will be lower with these verbs. 
 
Q6: Does object drop occur more frequently in non-perfective clauses? 

Does object drop occur less often in perfective clauses? 
 
 Chapter 4 describes the data, its collection and the methodology used 
to test the hypotheses discussed in this chapter. Each of these predictions is 
tested and the questions posed at the end of this chapter are answered in 
Chapter 5.  




